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Towards a Theory of Splected Knowledge,Ac4uigition

,

Patterns Among. Black Childrerk
. .

'' .Harry .Morgan

Cognitive style variations have'attradted the attention of
.

L

psYchologists and educators since the introduction bf the field

dependence-independence cOnpept Apgroximatelyw25 years ago

-

gq .

The general notion of eOgnitive styling suggeSts that
,

there are

?
individual differences among people in cognitive pat erns rplated to

_

.. ,

J
-judging, thanking, perceiving.and remembering. PsychOlogists are

, .

'interested primaxily in the relationship between<fhe learning
. i

Pt?

environment and the learner, and the

upon this encounter.

. style of

impictAhat perSonaiity might have

Educators have been. Cence]Phed about the cogni,tive
.

e teacher and how compatible they.might(be udth cognitiNee

styles demonstrated by school children.
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The concerns of psychologists and edUcators often overlap because

,

. they are frequently the saMe persons--so, the aforementioned, separate
_

concerns are not as neatly compartmentalized as. they might. seem. In

general, researchers in this area are concerned about hbw cognitive.

style might impact upon one's intellectual and academic competence.

Presently, there are approximately-9 different constructs of,cognitive

styling. The most frequently.mentioned, and historically the earliest,

is the field,dependence-independence. The Preschool Embedded Figure's

, Test (PEFT), is designed to measure in children their ability to

separate-an Objectfrom the fie/d in whiCh it is embedded. If is

Assumed that the field-independent child is better able to overcome

complex situations in whia an item is confused with the general field

or grOund. A second popular construct is thkcognitive style of-

reflection-impulsivity. The test for this construct peasures the ehild's

habitual speed of decision mdking in situations that allow for -imultaneous

and.other likely response choices. One test.for Children is a visual

matching construct called the Matching PamiLiar Figures Test (AFF).

-In this test ,a child,is shown a standard stimulus and six similar ones

and must select the picture fram among the six.alternatives which iS

identical to'the Standard. Variables scored are latendy to first response

and the number of errors.

Recently, sote researchers have argued that field-independent and

reflective cognitive "styles ire quite the,same because they'both

require systematic scanning and comparisons:

4
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I mention thesle twd styles, not as representative of the research

activity on this livel subject,,hut raiher, to S8i the stage for the

introduction of a cognitiVe style which seets prevalent Among American

Black people and some other'persons of African descent. 0

./

cognitive style which seems to require

learning environment than what is

This cognitive style has displays

Among Black peoPle there is a
,

a more aCtil're interactionudth the

needed bt their white couaterparts.

at Particular intervals along the life span.- I wish to bring a few of

these'displays to your attention--one from birth to 36 months, another

frbm pre-school to grade 3, and the last One during young adulthood.

There has been much speculation among my colleaguqp concerning the

relative contributions'Of genetid'arld culture to the advanced

sengorimotor developmentamong blacks. It is my view that given the

proper,atmosphee such/questions shourd be studied. This paper, however,

will not addresis basic-etiological issues.

1The first diSplay along the blaciClife span that I wish to bring

to your.attention.begins' with Marcelle.,Gebers (1960) early reports of

advanced development in African neonates., during her observations of

mothers and their babies .in rural Ugandan communities. A major aspect

of her discovery pointed out a parenting style of socially active

intimacy. For a period of approximately 36 months this interaction

-
seemed.ta promote a sensorimotor development siaperior to similar

-

develppment in European infants.

5
I
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I.
As Geber's involvement became more intense she was able to.explore

soma causative factors. ,She idCified a high-,level of social

interaction between the child and his environment. Breast feeding was

the common practice and this occurred whenever the infant demonstrated

a wish for it. Infants were encouraged to'interact with other family

members and visitors. They were never confined.to cribs, but allowed

tO move about the home using whatever means were available to them

commensurate with their stage of-development.

Ainsworth (1967), in testing the Geber hypothesis found theisame

basic pattern among a different.group of African neonates. From her

observations,,urban children whose parents-followed European child

rearing patterns did not demonstrate early sensorimotor development.
.

These babies appeared to develop similar to infants of their-p ents'

' European colleagues and-neighbors. Geber and Ainsworth sug st that an

aPpropritate interacting environment is crucial to the continuity of

high levels of sensorimotor growth among African infantS. The absence,

of this sort of an enironment will cause'decline among rural children

and a leveling off to European norms by some urban African children.

DifferenCes in sensorimotor development were also found to exist

betveen Amdrican-black,infants and their white-cOunterParts. Nincy Bayley
r . .

(19.65), in making-a comparison of mental and motoric,test scores
4

between-black, white and Puerto Rican babies found no significant'group

differenceS in mental test scores. The black babies,.however, scored

'higher than the Puerto Rican and 14,1hite babies on the motor scale.
I. or
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Superior motor development was observed in American blackiinfants

by Pasaminick (1946).toexist through the age of.24 months. He also

reported that blaCk and white'infants compared equally in other areas of

behavioral development: Similar early development was Observed among
. ,

.1*

black. babies Of Jamaican West Indian parente. atrti and others. (1935),

reported`that these infante surpassed American white infants in

reaching certain "milestones" like'creepi4, standing and walking.

Williams and Scott (1953) in comparing 314 black infants from

moderate income families, with 50 black infants fram low income fathilies,
, ....

.found significant differences between the tigo groups in motor development.
. t ,

Enfants from the, low SES families showed a-more advanced motor development
,

-than those from higher income families.44

4

i
l

Olild rearing practices in our couzitrhaveSlII somewhat over

the.years, having been influenced,primarily by middle crass.norms. Trends

:which have:been known to affect parenting st9lps haVe bean introdttcedby

Child rearing professionals who are read and respected by members of
%.

'this eoqOeconomic group. Lower socioeconomic families who are.striving

fOr higher statUe readily adopt attributes,whiCh they'identify as
4

appropriate.to the group(s) above them. Lower SocioeconomiC people are

willing to acquire many sudipattributes..,to remove the barriers between.

-theMselves and.accePtance into. the Middle 'class:. There are also man

,. things they are willing to-forego in order that' they might better .

resemble the more respected midfte class.
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The most devastating conequence this is that black parents

who arc fearful that their active children will not be able to

assimilate into a society that they thems.elves have not been able to

assimilate Snt will suppress theil:\Child's natural activeness to

conform to expected institutionalbehavior norms.

. Black mothers ought to brencouraged to play with their babies

Ilpre in ihe enjoyment of active, frequent eye contact, and exciting

411
-

and

periods of child rearing. :They need to be encouraged to interact with

their infant's motor excitement and sUpport their natural capabilities.

The mother's reciprociiY is vital'to a sustained growth-environment for

their baby because,of what appears.to be cultural expectations. The

infant's rapid buildup early in life can be-exp cted to diminish if

through adaptational stress, black parents are forced to bririg their

family peisonalitiesinto etirpliance vath the dominant white culture.
.

Th tfiesecond display along the life span seems to surface during ?e

period from presChool to 3rd grade.

-_,Zapher observatiOns and my own experience provide enough reason to

believe that black children in the United StateS enter school for the
, /

first time with a great dealiof enthusiasm and pOsitive spirit. From '

the.first day of school to the point where they reach third grade,

b

there is a general upswing in their academic achievement. From about

the third grade through the,Oper 6.ade,,there is a steady decline in

group measured capabilities of black children to do school work.

8
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This decline ig.mOro conSistent among-groups of black,children in .
". 4.

the South than iNhe'North. Why does this diffeiwitiation preVail? 1,

,

..
4 .

1 suspect that one possible cause is the general- restraint that thp'
, .A

southern classrodm atmosphere might impose upon children. During
.

normal times thele claTooms promote,an atmosphere that is.somewhere

between the/northern early Childhood, and secondary school environmeni7

That is, pot as free and open as 'the'lower giades of northeyi

but not as colitrolled and-tradifidhal as.their upper gradeftither.\---
,.

(.-

Teliching strategies and the de very basic education in our
'

country is generalljtstratified according to teacher training moaes._.

Early Childhood teachers-grades (K-3), Seem to receive deeper and more

concentrated training than do,elementary grades (K-6) and'iecondary

education'grades ((7-12) teaChus. Earlychildhood education has been

a strong movement in our country foresome time and has receiVed .

greater Attention from parents than any other aspect of public schooling.

It is also true that over the years the general public has paid
2

more attention to kindergarten, preschool, and nursery than any other

single aspect of pre-college' education add has had more written for

them on the st-iictl...",,The Early Childhoo as probably done

a great deal to expose cqldren to a proper mix of affective kitod

cognitive education.
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here is also a higher.degree'of i;ocialization,and tdacher-child

\\interaction in the early childhood grades than in the others. Nurturing

is a nuljor force in the learning environment. It is within this highly

socialized environment of this display period that black children seeir
/

to progress at a rógular rate et learning. Iis` important to note here

that once out of the elrly childhood.sphere of influence, there appears

to.be a'steuly decline in academic athievement among black children. .

Docile management and demands for quietude produce sterile classrooMs

.where many black children, mostly males, c4i.sengage from the mainstream

of class discussions and academic essignments. Teachers become ,resentful

when students balk at "school work". A troubled teacher-pupil relationshlp

is.the outcome. I ain suggesting that initially, these children's bse of

energy in this way is not intended to be chaotic or disruptive but

strategic to,their Style of learnink.1 School designed patterns of

knowledge delivery need to expand the.,number of ways that knowledge'can

A)roperly be disseminated by the edutator, and received And synthesized 17

the-learner..

The Children'i Defense Fund, a project of the Washthgtpn Research

Project, coqipiled statistits directly rela ed to this subj t. They

reporte year that more than one million children were suspended

from s one or more times during the 1972,-73.acadcmic year.
.?

A
Here than 63% of the susperisions were for minor offenses such as cutting

into the lunch line,'smoking, truanc and similar acts. In those

, districts from which their statistics were derived, one out of every 24

students was suspended. For black secondary School children, the

suspension rate was one out of every eight.
.
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The final display Period that. I wish to bring to your,attention is

commotl occurencc of national proPortions. A casUal observation of

h4sketbal1 and football would reveal at the tOp aerarge percentage Of

black athletes far in excess of their Noprescntation in the general

population. s,

'It is also true that black athletes have trangformed profess onal

Iasketba11 into a fast, rocketing,.activc game to fitetheir own style

of, athletic encounter. 'This contrasts sharply with the casual.manner of

the white dominated game of 15 years ago. The football positions that

require alert, immediate.respOnses to the unfoldyg terraine w ilc

running, twisting, and turning, arealso dominated by black etcs.,

Top.performance in either of these sports require high levels of

cognitive afld physical output--simultancously. The individual player

must proceSs a vast amount oinformation in an extremely short span of

time, then transforn that informafion into behavior most suitable for

the constantly chang and unfolding terrain Of activity. This displays

a compatible interaction between cognitive(ilformation processing), and

the motoric (physical output) domaJ ins--with circular reinforcement

from one domain to the other. 0."

1
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+Iv This active !ktream of cognition has not been-fully lappod by

eduCation planners. In fact some school counselors.aml parents have

discouraged some students from participating in sports when these

students demonstrated an above /average capability to do school work.

It is also true that thCy encouraged certain other students to enroir

.in non-seriOus courses; suggested that this is necessary for a

successful sports career; This in part makes school athletic teams

,havens for some students who can not do well academically, but also

many others who are brainwashed o believin that their talent in

. sports automatically excludes t1j m from academia.

- Mhny implications for social Change can emerge from the theorylotil

group differentiated sensorimotor development. To name a.few:

1. 'Parenting. Media programs could-be designed to teach black

parents that their child's activeness is normal; and as the

child responds they should reciprocate and not suppress the

child's natural motoric interaCtions. ,

2. Schooling. Teacher traIning, and:school,administration

.'could.be Informed of thiafferen*tiation emerging and design

teaching strategies and-environments to be compatible with

the child's need.

.12
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, 3. Therapy.. Diagnosis and treatment of hyperactive children

1:4P and the general use of medication to modify children's behavior

should be re-examined since treatment -is adntinistered on the

basis of the child' motoric activity, level.

SPace. AttentionAhkuld be directed to the design of

classrooin afea., and-placement of--and- types of furniture--design

of activity space .and free space, ahd the allocation of tiMe. to

be spent in' these areas.

5. Natural gi-owings. It appears that white females are the ,

least active when compared to black females and all Jnales\ The

. white female's self-selection for peer group activity may not be

sexist or racist when they select each other as group partners in

Itchool and play activities: The same could be said for black and

white Male.counterparts.

groups, white fernales,ta4`

6. In veiyafunaamental ways, teachers at all levels need to 'be

During natural selections aMong stranger,

FEtZlegst likely to cross the cOlor line.

.4

.able to dip into the legrhers stream of cognition without diverting.

it or claniming it up.
7
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